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Group Incentive

Location
Copenhagen, Denmark

Season
April - October

Maximum Capacity
200 pax

Duration
3 nights

Program Includes
▪ Transfer from Kastrup airport
▪ Lunch at Fru Nimb
▪ Historical City highlight tour from land & water
▪ Welcome Dinner at Peder Oxe
▪ Danish Design Tour 
▪ Lunch at Almanak
▪ Royal Copenhagen workshop
▪ Dinner at Höst
▪ Sustainability & Architecture Tour
▪ Lunch at Boathouse
▪ Leisure Time
▪ Gala Dinner at The Plant
▪ A la carte activities
▪ Transfer from hotel to Kastrup airport
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Copenhagen
Experience
Copenhagen is the largest city in Denmark and the countries capital. With
it’s population of just over 777 000 residents Copenhagen is a dynamic and
trendy metropolis, attracting attention with everything from it’s royal rich
history to exciting architecture, famous design, art and shopping.

Copenhagen’s food scene is constantly evolving and has a truly innovative
restaurant scene catering to all budgets and tastes. Copenhagen, home to
the New Nordic cuisine is a culinary hotspot and has earned itself a unique
reputation as a gastronomic capital. The city offers an impressive 22
Michelin stars at 17 restaurants.

Denmark tops the list of the world’s most peaceful countries. In 2019
Copenhagen was ranked by Lonely Planet as the no 1 destination to visit.
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10 reasons to choose Copenhagen

o Copenhagen has many street food markets and a world-class cuisine

o Copenhagen hailed “most walkable” city

o Copenhagen offers something for everybody – history, design & architecture, food, festivals, shopping

o You can enjoy Copenhagen beaches, bridges, gardens and parks all in a day

o Experience the bespoken biking and canal swimming culture

o Visit Malmö, Sweden in only 30-minutes from central Copenhagen

o Copenhagen Airport offers non-stop flights from around 190 international destinations

o Copenhagen is only a 12-minute Metro ride from the airport

o Denmark is among the safest countries in the world

o Danes are some of the best non-native English speakers in the world
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Agenda
Day 1

10:00 Arrivals and transfer from Copenhagen airport Kastrup

12:00 Check in at Hotel 

13:00 Lunch at Fru Nimb

14:30 Historical City Highlight Tour from Land & Water

18:15 Transfer to Peder Oxe

18:30 Welcome dinner at Peder Oxe

22:00 Transfer back to Hotel
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Fru Nimb Restaurant
Open-faced sandwiches at the historic Fru Nimb in Tivoli Gardens. It
does not get more Danish than this!

If you want to experience the renowned Danish open-faced sandwiches,
you are in for a treat. Fru Nimb inside the old amusement park Tivoli
Gardens, serve the famous Danish eating and with a menu counting more
than 50 different kinds, you are sure to find something for your liking.
The open-faced sandwiches are made with inspiration from old traditions,
as the recipes come from the more than 100-year-old cookbook, originally
written by Louise Nimb - Tivoli Gardens’ original “smørrebrødsjomfru”
(chefs specializing in open-faced sandwiches).

Type of food: Nordic

Capacity: 130

Private room: No
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Copenhagen Land & Water Highlights

Our local expert guide will pick you up and takes you on a walking tour through the heart of Copenhagen. Strolling through small undiscovered streets you will have an
opportunity to hear about the history of the city.

You will experience historical buildings of Copenhagen. Walk up to the top of the Round tower for a spectacular view over the city. From here we take you for a cozy walk in
a vibrant and very popular Kings garden, where you will be taken back in time at Rosenborg castle – filled with old Royal jewelry and much more. After tour in castle you
will be joining at Amalienborg castle to witness change of Royal guards.
Thereafter, by Amalienborg – home of Danish Royal family, guided canal boat tour will start. A private boat will take you around the harbor and through the idyllic canals
where our guide will tell you about Copenhagen's beautiful churches, castles, old listed houses, new buildings and all other sights of interest. A live Jazz band will play
during the canal boat tour; the perfect background music while discovering Copenhagen from the water.
Size of the group for walking tour max 25 per guide(min 20pax)

Duration: est. 4 hrs. ( max 25 persons per guide)

Comfortable foot wear recommended as there will be a lot of walking.
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Peder Oxe
Located in an old building filled with character, the Danish and French
inspired restaurant opened in December 1975 on the beautiful square,
Gråbrødretorv. Peder Oxe has been a favorite with the residents and
tourists alike for a long time.

Peder Oxe is an old-fashioned kind of place for people who like classic
dishes such as the restaurant's hugely popular steaks served simply
without any kind of contemporary reinterpretation. Dine outside on the
lively square or, in the winter months, next to the delightful open fireplace.

Type of Food: Danish/French/Steakhouse
Capacity: 160
Private room: Yes
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Agenda
Day 2

08:30 Breakfast

10:00 Danish Design Tour

13:00 Lunch at Almanak

14:30 Royal Copenhagen workshop

16:30 Transfer back to Hotel 

18:00 Transfer to Restaurant

18:30 Private dinner at Höst

21:30 Transfer back to Hotel 
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Copenhagen through the eyes of Design
We begin the tour with seeing the Danish crown jewels, still worn by our
Queen and by Crown princess Mary, in the beautiful Rosenborg Castle.
Then we move up in time to visit the famous Danish interior design objects
at the Design Museum Denmark, where you will see furniture by Finn Juhl
and Arne Jacobsen among others.

We will also find the hidden and appealing special fashion and design
shops in the narrow streets of old Copenhagen. This will give you an
opportunity to bring home items for yourself or for your best friends. Wind
down your tour on the pedestrian shopping street of Strøget at the famous
Royal Copenhagen porcelain House.

Duration: 4 hours

Capacity: Max 25 persons per guide
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Originally the building, which today constitutes Almank, was used as a
custom house and was called Gammel Toldkammer. It was built in
1937 by the Danish architect and royal building inspector Kristoffer
Varming. The Almanak is the house's beating heart, where a stylish
and modern interpretation of Danish food is served. The restaurant is
decorated in elegant Scandinavian design, and the atmosphere is
relaxed and welcoming.

The driving force for Almanak’s kitchen, as the name suggests, is to
use local, seasonal produce — in other words — almanac is the taste
of Denmark year-round.

Type of food: Nordic

Capacity: 120

Private room: No, semi-private possible

Almanak
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Royal Copenhagen workshop
Since its establishment in 1775, the Danish Royal Porcelain is well known
around the world. The first pieces manufactured were dining services for the
royal family, and some even personalized their own dinnerware, such as King
Christians the 7th’s; Flora Danica.

All of the pieces in the shop are hand painted, and each artist sign their
masterpiece on the back. The brand is best known by their recognizable blue
color, and the factory mark: Three wavy lines – each symbolizing the bridges of
Denmark.

Get a first-hand experience and release your inner artist with the detailed art of
hand painting Royal Copenhagen porcelain, when the highly skilled porcelain
painters from Royal Copenhagen will share their knowledge and little tricks, on
how to create a piece of art on a cup. You will paint directly on raw porcelain
with the well-known blue pigment.

Duration: Approx. 1,5 hours

Capacity: Min. 8 & Max. 15 people per workshop
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Höst
Höst is located at the corner of the streets Nørre Farimagsgade and
Ahlefeldtsgade. The gastronomic foundation for Höst is Nordic produce
and the turn of the season, combining traditional methods of cooking and
flavors with a modern understanding of Nordic food as well as its future.

Höst has stucco brick walls along with wooden frameworks, uniting a
simple and rustic interior design with disciplined architecture and the
delights of the countryside. Restaurant Höst has won three international
design awards, including the award as the world’s best-designed
restaurant at the Restaurant & Bar Design Awards.

Type of food: Nordic

Capacity: 120

Private room: No, semi-private possible
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Agenda
Day 3

08:30 Breakfast

10:00 Sustainability & Architecture Tour

12:30 Lunch at Boathouse

14:00 Leisure Time

17:00 Transfer back to Hotel 

18:30 Transfer to The Plant

19:00 Green Escape

22:30 Transfer back to Hotel 
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Danish Architecture & Sustainability 
Ørestad is a rapidly developing part of Copenhagen. The infrastructure,
architecture and the green areas are developing, new communities are
being established and an overall identity is taking shape.

Take a guided tour and experience the famous architecture and learn
about people and the city life in Ørestad and it explores the district's nooks
and crannies. Furthermore, visit the brand new Copenhill on top of Amager
Bakke, which is a combined heat and power waste-to-energy plant in
Amager. It plays a major role in Copenhagen's ambitions of being zero
carbon by 2025. On top of Copenhill, they now opened an outdoor park
where you can experience different activities such as skiing, hiking and
running.

Duration: 4 hours

Capacity: max 40 people/ bus
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Boathouse is a charming modern restaurant priding in sustainability,
ecology, innovation and health. They focus to make the mentioned
everyday life and it must blend in, with ethnic trends and local produce.
Conveniently located by the water front and it has a beautiful view on
famous Nyhavn, The “Kissing” Bridge, and the Royal Playhouse theater.
With its simple and open interior décor, Boathouse is a venue for all kinds
of events, big or small.
This venue holds a stunning terrace overlooking the canal where you can
host your special dinner.

The quality and diversity we know so well from California grill and seafood
cuisine is very well implemented in this Copenhagen restaurant.

Type of food: International

Capacity: 150

Private room: No

Boathouse
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Green Escape  
Have a special Gala Dinner at The Plant, where green Hedge people
will meet and greet you. They always bring a lot of smiles. Specially
created picture wall will let you have a perfect shot with these
adorable entertainers.

Creative Danish band playing tracks with real beer bottles will set
guests into the party mood and bring the energy level up , before The
Greatest band “The Wild ones “ will come to entertain and get
everyone up and dancing. Comfortable shoes recommended as you
will dance as never before !

Capacity: 250 seated dinner
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Green Escape 
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Agenda
Day 4

09:00 Breakfast at Hotel

12:00 Check-out

13:00 Transfer to Copenhagen airport Kastrup
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Michelin star cooking class
Do you want to experience real cooking with a Michelin chef? During the
evening the staff will show you how craftsmanship, quality ingredients,
and solid logistics merge to deliver a sublime experience for. And there
will, of course, be time for a good glass of wine as we go along.

We start at 5.00 p.m. and at 7.00 p.m. you are seated and the chefs take
over, so you can enjoy your creations in a relaxed atmosphere. The
evening ends with coffee and a petit four. At 10.30 p.m. the official part of
the cooking class is over – but you are of course more than welcome to
stay and enjoy the evening.

Duration: Approximately 4 hours

Capacity: From 20 pax
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Barista workshop
Would you like to have a nice teambuilding activity and also get to learn how
to master the art of creating an amazing cappuccino? Then this workshop
would be great!

This course will cover the theoretical knowledge and switch over to practice
the hands-on elements. In the end you get all the skills, you need, to brew on
your own machine. You will grind, dose, tamp, brew, steam milk and taste.

Duration: 3 hours

Capacity: 5 pax per group
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Carlsberg Beer Tour
By Visit Carlsberg you get an authentic brewery experience with a lot of
history as well as exciting and inspirational events
throughout the year.

Learn a thing or two about beer with our beer tastings. Here you are
introduced to four different beers from the Jacobsen Brewery. You will
learn about the ingredients and the brewing process, and how these affect
the different flavors.

You may also come along for a ride with our four legged ambassadors
(horses) and let them show you the best of Carlsberg.

The Carlsberg brewery Visit is not only pretty to look at – the polished
kettles are actually a part of a modern and flexible brewery that can brew
any type of beer to perfection.

The program can be extended with a tour behind the scenes and an
escape room in the old cellars.

Duration: 2-3 hours

Capacity: from 20 pax
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Visit Christiansborg Palace
Christiansborg Palace is located on Slotsholmen in Copenhagen, which
has an 800 year-long history as Denmark’s centre of power. The present
palace was completed in 1928, but from this place kings and queens have
ruled for centuries. Today, the palace is used by HM The Queen for official
events such as gala banquets and public audiences.

During this guided tour, you will discover the beautiful Royal
Christiansborg palace from the in- and outside. You will discover The
Royal Reception Rooms, The Royal Kitchen, The Royal Stables, and The
Palace Chapel.

A special lunch or dinner can be arranged in the Tower of Christiansborg.

Duration: 1 ½ hour- 2 hours

Capacity: 25 pax per guide
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Bicycle Tour: Bridges of Copenhagen
Experience Copenhagen the authentic, local way - by bike. It is fun,
healthy, easy and without a doubt the best way to see Copenhagen.
On a bike you can enjoy the city and hopefully the good weather, at your
own pace with or without a guide and get where no sightseeing bus can
go.
Jump in the saddle on one of Copenhagen's advanced city bikes with built-
in GPS experience a guided bike tour with one of Copenhagen's
professional cycling guides. It can be turned into a treasure hunt for the
participants

Duration: 2 hours (12 km)

Capacity: max 10 people/guide or 200 people on a self guided tour
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O n c e  u p o n  a  t im e  .... Tiv o li G a rd e n s

The 169 year old amusement garden is an oasis in the heart of Copenhagen – a rare mixture of new and old, amusements and culture.
The original idea remains intact and many traditions date back to the first years of Tivoli's existence – the performing artists, fireworks, live music, pantomime theatre, the
Tivoli Boys Guard etc.
Visiting Tivoli is in other words the perfect way to experience culture, try amazing Danish food, sweets - and have fun!

Group will enjoy a guided tour where they will discover all the secrets spots of the Gardens and all the history behind the most visited attraction in Scandinavia. Tour will and
with an amazing High tea serving at Nimb bar – place to remember!

A match between smaller teams can be arranged in Tivoli Gardens trying your skills in various games.

Duration: Approx. 3-5 hours

Capacity: Max. 25 people per tour

Activity such as making sweets for high tea can be arranged upon request.
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Off the Beaten Track ...

Discover Nørrebro, its mixed crowd and rich culture

Experience the true essence of this colorful and progressive Copenhagen with a trip to the trendy neighborhood of Nørrebro by bike or Segway. Formerly a working-class
district, the area has now blossomed into a multi-cultural smorgasbord of funky design shops, diverse restaurants and achingly cool dive bars.
Some of Copenhagen’s nicest streets are to be found in Nørrebro, Jægersborggade is a cobbled street of Michelin-starred restaurants, funky cafés, vintage shops and wine bars.
Elmegade is also a nightlife and gastronomic hotspot. There are many pockets of tranquility, such as Assistens Cemetery, where you can visit the Hans Christian Andersen’s
grave, and the new colorful outdoor area of Superkilen.

Duration: approximately 3 hrs

Capacity: max 25 pax per guide
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Almost forgotten ...

One of the world’s largest and oldest open air museums!

Spread across 86 acres of land, the museum houses more than 50 farms, mills and houses from the period 1650-1940.
Described as ‘’Old Denmark’’ the Open-Air Museum is a place where you enter a different world: the countryside of historic Denmark. It is not difficult to imagine yourself transported 
centuries back in time, strolling along the gravel roads and visiting the fully-furnished homes of the people of the past, such as the peasant, the wealthy miller, the village weaver or 
the inmates of the poorhouse.
Fairytale-writer Hans Christians Andersen himself, will welcome you and show how the Danes lived back in the days, their traditions and customs. During the visit, you will also have 
the opportunity to experience horse carriage with typical Danish horses, the Jutland horse. A coffee and cake stop will be included during the visit inside one of the houses of the 
Open-Air Museum. Actors wearing typical clothes from back of the days will be taking care of you during the coffee break.

Duration: Approx. 3 hours

Capacity: Max. 25 people per tour
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We can provide you with staff on site for the following tasks:

Transfer coordination
- Welcome team at the airport
- Handling of last minute changes
- Proactivity, adaptability

Welcome desks
- Specifically assigned spots
- High-end personalized welcome service

Hotel and dinner transfers
- Communication skills
- Proficiency in different languages

Host & Hostesses
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Airport transfers
Depending on the size of the group, arrival times or simply prefferances we will adjust the size of the vechicle to your needs. Anything from coach to minivan to 
private car will be settled. 

o Ovation Denmark preferred transfer patner a reliable, dependable, and knowledgeable provider of transportation and logistics services. In our business, we 
need to consider the environment and how we can be as environment-friendly as possible, therefore we choose our partners carefully.

o DL’s fleet is energy-efficient, and all vehicles are equipped with particulate filters. Sedans are powered by the new Blue Efficiency Program from Mercedes-
Benz, which means that the vehicles are eco-friendly, produce ultra-low emissions, and their fuel efficiency is increased by 12 percent.

o Our coach supplier works constantly to reduce the emission of environmentally harmful substances from buses and coaches. It is their goal to contribute to a 
reduction in CO2 emissions through energy efficient transport , minimization of idle running. They replace  buses and coaches continually and participate 
actively in the development of new eco-friendly buses and coaches. Since 2014, Egons has been ISO 14001 certified.

o All drivers are instructed to drive energy-conserving vehicles
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Ovation Global

Ovation Denmark is part of the Ovation Global DMC network, The world's first and only professional organization offering
consistent and seamless world class destination management services in Europe, Asia, North and South America.

The thought-leader in destination management, Ovation Denmark draws on the experience of an expert team operating high touch incentive and corporate meeting 
programmes in the Scandinavian region for more than 20 years. 

Your Contact
Per Ankaer

+4561702410
scandinavia@ovationdmc.com

Ovation Denmark
Strandvejen 171
2900 Copenhagen
Denmark

www.ovationdmc.com/destinations/denmark
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Thank y u!


